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THE MONTHS AHEAD

Almost everything willcost more by fall, so case the summer sales carefully.
News about nonsuits for men... a 71/ camera that works in the dark... a control
center to catch gypsters.,. decorating by computer.,. ECG's in the ambulance.

DOLLARS-AND-CENTS BASICS FOR NEWLYWEDS

Make life better by getting your financial thinking straight at the start.

GROWTH STOCKS FOR THE 70*s

From time to time Changing Times will look at promising new investment areas.
This month's article is about companies that make pollution-control equipment.
Included is a rundown of those that are already in the field in a big way.

HOW "FOINTS" HIKE THE IPJTEREST RATE ON YOUR MORTGAGE

See what happens as points are added and the life of the mortgage is reduced.

WHICH TENNIS RACKET?

Besides the traditional wood, they now come in steel, aluminum and plastic.

TIME TO CHECK OVER YOUR HEALTH INSURANCE

Yourcoverage is probably complete if you answer yes to these ten question^

THE PRACTICAL ART OF POLITICAL ARM-TWISTING

Sounds evil, doesn't it? But sometimes it's the only way to get things done.

THE NEW AMERICAN MINICARS—HOW THEY COMPARE

The Gremlin is on the streets. Ford and GM will have their minis out soon,
Chrysler will follow late next spring. Here's what the little ones ofler.

SPOOKED IN THE CRADLE OF THE DEEP

Attention, boat owners! Don't set sail till you ponder these salty warnings.

DOES THE SMALLER CITY HAVE A FUTURE?

The U.S. is full of cities of 100,000 or less, and these smaller cities
could help to solve our urban dilemma—it we're able to steer their growth.

WHAT'S GOING ON IN SCHOOLS & COLLEGES

Items to keep you up-to-date on the latest happenings in the education world.

A TRAVELER'S GUIDE TO GUIDEBOOKS

Travel books are available by the thousands... these are some of the best.

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Replies to queries from readers—things you may have wondered about too.

REFRIGERATORS: BUYING TIPS PLUS TEST RESULTS

Decide which typeyouprefer,which featuresyouwant, thesize you'll need]
then study the list of 12 models, with prices & estimated operating costs.

IF THEY JUST DON'T SEEM TO GET YOUR MESSAGE . , .

On the lob it's essential that you be able to communicate with other people.

WHAT THE NEW TAX LAW DOES TO YOU

Some of its provisions will affect you this year, some in years to come.

THINGS TO WRITE FOR

Recent reports, pamphlets, booklets ... some of them are free .. .all are useful.

ARE YOU A SMART MONEY-MANAGER? TAKE THIS TEST

The questions are from a consumer-education exam given at one high school.

How to watch TV (page 14) Lot a museum perk up'the day (page 18)
Retirement and the law (page 28) -ic Strategy to help you sleep (page 44)
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